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21 - Suggestions

1

Sl No. 21. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning experience in your institution.
1 Nice
2 More practical subjecr and legal language subject is must 
3 Suggestions can be given, to those, who are willing to change themselves.
4 Infrastructure !! 
5 Good

6
Good

7 1. Increased use of technology 2. Serious focus on practical work 3. Increased involvement in the legal aid/ charity/ research work in legal field. 
8 Professor should connect with students should stop taking out grudges during exams or extracurricular activities 
9 Make students participation in moot court compulsary..  

10 Maintenance of infrastructure ! 

11

1) please encourage extracurricular activities and provide funds whenever necessary.
2) understand that not everyone here is of the same intellect level, so treat them with respect.

12
1)Make teaching more interesting
2) Teachers understanding students problems

13
Make teaching more interesting

14 Be impartial in all aspects. Especially in class. Some teachers are partiality in class. Thank You
15 Observation towards the students is needed and partial relation should be completely prohibited  
16 Nil

17
Guest lecture was pretty good and easy to understand for eg for taxation what our college professor is teaching  is very poor he just make topic complicated and the 
guest lecture was very good it was straight into head 

18

1)has to make good parking facility to Student vichals 
2)teachers has to use more black boards then lap top 
3)has to conduct some activities apart from syallabs

19

Make teaching more interesting
Teachers understanding students problems 

20 Institution Needs to keep an observation on teachers and find out incapable once and replace them. Parking provision must be provided. And relaxation must be given to tie.

21
Include sufficient case laws with discussion for more understanding and exam point of view,  
question paper solving as expected by the valuators,  time management trics to tackle exams to cover sufficient quality and quantity. 

22
1. topics  should be discussed with current examples
2. Some more importance should be given to current affairs

23 Teacher should be more communicate with the students

24

Need more case examples during theories 

25

Improvement in hygiene of toilets
Need for practical approach
Need for more books in library 

26

1) Teachers should be more friendly 
2) Need for more practical approach
3) make the basics strong 

27 Satisfied with all teaching and facilities provided by the institution

28
1) More updated law textbooks to be added to the college library.
2) The chances to participate in extra curricular competitions must be uniformly given and not concentrated to only a handful students.

29 Satisfied with the teaching and facilities provided by the institution.
30 Satisfied with teaching and facilities provided by the institution
31 Good

32

1. Teachers should be more approachable
2. Need for more practical approach
3. Teaching should be in simple language

33 Be impartial in all aspects. Especially in class. Some teachers are partiality in class. Thank You

34

1-Surprise tests should be conducted to understand how much students have understood.
2.Group discussions/ Interactions should be encouraged in the classes.
3.Group assignemnets should be introduced to inculcate team work and group learning. 

35

One of the senior most lecturer of the college shouts at the students where in the self confidence and self respect of the candidate is reduced and brought down and that proff shows 
all his skills in front of learning law student. Because of his fear and over strictness and angriness and bad attitudness and his prejudiceness 
towards the students is affecting the growth of the students. 
So we request the institution to change his strictness and behavior. 

36

1) communication skills
2)not getting notes in Kannada
3) provide Kannada books for Kannada medium students

37 Nothing

38

*Discuss more case laws and question papers
*Provide information regarding future opportunities
*Moot training

39

*Discuss more case laws and question papers
*Provide information regarding future opportunities
*Moot training

40 Good
41 Discremination
42 No

43
1.More practical knowledge should also be given with theoretical knowledge 
2. Future opportunities should be known to the students about course

44

1. More practical approach needed 
2. To conduct some seminars atleast one in a semester which will help in understanding the profession
3. Classes should be more interactive than theoretical 

45

One of the senior most lecturer shouts persistently at the students during class, for example: if that students gives a wrong answer he insults the students in a very bad manner, 
because of this reason of over strictness and anger students hesitate to sit for the class. This is the major problem of our college. 
So please the institution should take an action to change his behaviour. 
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47

1)Make good parking facility
2)has to improve canteen facility
3) teachers has to use more words in kannada for The benefit of kannada medium students

48

1) discuss with students while teaching
2) teachers should use blackbords while teaching
3)discuss que.papers in class

49

1) Practical knowledge should also be given along with therotical knowledge.
2) Future opportunities about the course should be made known to the students.

50

One of the senior most lecturer shouts persistently at the students during class, for example: if that students gives a wrong answer he insults the students in a very bad manner, 
because of this reason of over strictness and anger students hesitate to sit for the class. This is the major problem of our college. 
So please the institution should take an action to change his behaviour. 

51 over all satisfied. . . . 

52

1)Practical activities should be required
2)Necessity to connect with other course student to buit a great society or nation 
Requirement of some moral things with professional course

53

1) understand the students problems 
2) professors should act friendly with students
3)sports are also important...so please encourage sportsman's .. 

54

1) understand the students problems
2) plz organise some other activities for students refreshness 
3) sports is also important for students so. Plz encourage studens

55 In this clg there is no equality before law... Art 14 not applicable in this.. there is discrimination 

56

1)Make good parking facility
2)has to improve canteen facility
3) teachers has to use more words in kannada for The benefit of kannada medium students

57 Have to conduct more moot court classes so that we can get more practical knowledge. 

58

Be impartial with the students.
 need kannada teaching and Kannada notes.  
Teacher should encourage students

59  Conduct Mock trial
60 Try to be transparent......and...Try to bring new teachers....Some teacher are here just to complete the syllabus...and not here to improve the skill of students

61

1.Explain in kannada to better understand law subjects 
2.Plz improve toilet 
3.No uniforms for 2 day in week 

62

Have to teach in a language which is familiar to all students irrespective of their mother tongue 
Have to introduce personality development programme to improve their communication skills and body language 
Have to give proper knowledge of the court proceeding, drafting, client handling along with the academics which will help each student to pursue their advocacy after graduation 

63

Teachers should give more illustrations while teaching particular topic n not oly theoretical.
Discuss more case laws 
Teachers should make classes  interesting
Also university evaluation is done like we don’t deserve marks more den 40 

64
 Firstly evaluation is not at all good like they don't give the deserving marks and Teachers don't encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities and  
The teachers don't use student centric methods, such as experiential learning, participative learning and problem solving methodologies for enhancing learning experiences.

65 More  time for exam study 

66

1)Be impartial with the student
2)Need Kannada teaching & Kannada notes
3)Teacher should encourage kannada students

67

Teachers should encourage students to participate in extra curricular activities.
 To include activities which will help students to develope self esteem. 
Paper evaluation is not done properly revaluation should be done on time n given deserving marks. 

68

1. They have to teach in kannada also because there are 1/3 of students in the class are from kannada medium.
2. They have to give knowledge about the court proceeding now only.
3. They have to do homeworks also ....just coming and teaching ...what was in the PPT it's not good 

69
The teaching is not worth and innovative. 
Teaching is restricted only to books but practical aspects are not at all discussed some teachers are running to complete their syllabus but no one is ready to teach some values to students 

70
Make teaching more  interesting 
Please understand  students  problems 

71

1.Some professors only scold in kannada but don't explain in kannada...plzzz explain the concept in kannada
2.some proffers teaching methods was very rarely 
3.some professors teaching method is not good

72 One of the teacher goes out of subject many times some teachers take everything personally 
73 One of the permanant faculty of the college Is targeting the students. He's differentiate students between and targeting and shouting at 5 years students. So the growth is affecting 

74

Need some extra concentrate for the Kannada students
Have to provide notes

75
I requeste the institution to increase sports and gym instruments, there are no proper sitting arrangements in campus and. I strongly urge, 
The institution to plant more and more trees in the campus. Thank you. 

76 No need already its excellent

77

Need good communication skills.
Concept clearity.
Need better I.P.C teachers.
Moot court classes.

78 1.good feedback from students should be taken
79 Should not be biased towards some particular  students 
80 Improve communication

81
Need to improve grammer and voice modulation to keep students engaged, thrre should be some interactive semminars or activities. 
The syllabus should br divided in a way it should be finished within time.

82 Very good 
83 They should have more good communication skills
84 Should not be biased towards particular 

85

Need better ipc teachers
No good washroom facility
Need moot court classes...

86 Practical cases  method  be should improve 
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87
Better toilet facilities 
More extra curricular activities 

88 Very good 
89 IPC lecturer need to be upgraded and updated
90 Should not be baised towords particular students

91

1)Make uniform compulsory for only 4 days as we need to give Coat for Dry cleaning.
2) Make Legal Aid Awareness programme for every Saturday and Sunday of the first month.
3) Invite More and more Resource Person for Guest lecturers..Which benefit Students at large.

92

Need better IPC teachers 
More information about Moot court some more books should be made available in library 

93
Teaching is good 
No more suggestions 

94 Give more examples while teaching ..so that there better understanding 

95
Better to use kannada language while teaching
And teachers must try to interact in kannada 

96 personal care or touch with student little .....i think so ......

97
Syllabus to be completed quickly
More stress to be given on case law.

98 Better toilet facilities, hire more experianced lectures, extracurricular activities
99 The Indian penal code subject shall be presented in a reality manner as it is a application based subject I expect from faculty that they should clear the concepts thoroughly 
100 More experience lecture ,more if curricular activities. 
101 pls provide our internal papers to check where we done wrong

102

1. The classes are all interactive except few lecturers who really need to work on their teaching style
2. Teaching of most of the professors is excellent

103 I'm completely satisfied with the teaching of our college. I have no such suggestions.  
104 No need
105 ? 
106 The teaching should be more practical and more internship opportunities should be given from the college 
107 ? 

108

Practical learning 
Group discussion 
Guest lectures 

109 ? 
110 No suggestions 

111
1.personal care is not taken

112 Great 

113

1.should allow to use mobile phones
2.trachers should not give assignments 
3. Attendance should not be made compulsory 

114 Internal marks must be discussed
115 Great 

116
No suggestions 

117

1.More number of library books should be available for more number of days.
2.lectureor for IPC subject.
3.need of more mootcourt classes. 

118 Don't make parciality between 5yrs n 3yrs and they are good at teaching no remarks
119 Improvement in the internship process, personality skills

120
Internal marks must be discussed

121 No Suggestion
122 More of practical knowledge should be given
123 ? 

124

1)Teaching is very good 
2) IPC class must be given some relatable examples except movie examples  which we can write in exams
3)In some of the class unnecessary time is wasting that should not be done in class.

125 Nice teaching.
126 Good institution

127

1) Teachers should encourage the students
2) Teachers should be friendly off the classes as well.
3) Some teachers need to improve their teaching techniques

128

More practical teaching ,
Equal opportunity to all students ,
Consider students opinion for teaching purpose , and other curriculum activities .

129 More emphasis on vase laws

130
1) Standard books should be available in library 
2) Proper notes from subject teachers according to syllabus 

131

All teacher/ professors  are good, at teaching and convincing to the students and always ready to help, regarding student's doubts and also support the 
students in extra curricular activities. 
I'm happy to be the student of this institution 

132 5yr B.A,LL.B 5th sem  They are good at teaching no remarks 
133 No suggestion
134 Friendly attitude of lecturers

135
Should been given practical knowledge also. 

136 No suggestions
137 All teachers and staff is very good and also provide us all facilities and also supports us in studies
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138

1)There should be a formal committees in different sectors who can professionally train the students in the perticular field, competition,course etc.
2) Other opportunities has to be given and showcasted to the students apart from general course. 
3) Different certificate courses has to be conducted by the institute.
4)Moot court trainers has to be provided.
5) online /video teaching ,courses,doubt sessions has to be provided.

139

1. Friendly Attitude of Lecturer would be helpful for students in learning 
2 . Generator must be fixed and should be helpful in case of electricity cut-out
3 . Attendance of Students shouldn't be used as a weapon against them

140 Don't make parciality between 5yrs n 3yrs and they are good at teaching no remarks and do not make any cultural activities....

141

All teachers or professors are good in this college everyone should teach us or sloves our problems and doubts they will never neglect us.... 
i am very much satisfy for taking admission to this college.. Thank you sirs

142 All teachers or professor is good teaching in this collage every professor motivate all students every professor teach and solved our douts they will never neglected ECT...
143 Communication gap between students and lectures and each and every body must communicate towards all non explation of on behalf of examination 

144

1.more no. Of books  should available in the liaberary.
2. Ipc teaching are improve 
3.ladies room facilities 

145 Good
146 Our college is good 

147

1) please encourage extracurricular activities and provide funds whenever necessary.
2) understand that not everyone here is of the same intellect level, so treat them with respect.

148

1) to make students learn in practucal way
2)Mentor to be more friendly
3)

149 Personal care
150 Personal care
151 Personal care 
152 Personal care
153 All teachers/professor are good at teaching and communicating with students. I am proud to be the student of this college

154
Giving presentations to the students
Give more work to do at home

155

•There should be a compulsory moot Court training  from the first sem
•regular seminars by advocate a practicing lawyer as well an advocate from corporate sector
•interview must be taken to appoint experienced proffessors 
• Visiting faculty must be interviewed because not all visiting faculties teach good
•Students must be given practical knowledge

156 1. To have good enteraction with student outside class
157 Number of library books to be increased
158 No suggestions

159

1. More of classroom debates and Discussions. 
2. Separate Moot Court and mock trial mentor for the college. 
3. More learning sessions regarding the Moot Court and mock trials. 

160 Better explosive opportunity should be given to all students without being bias. 

161
To encourage the students for moot court 
To groom up the students for practical aspects 

162

1.Few Professors need to work on their language and grammar. 
2. Not to differentiate 
3. Give equal opportunities 

163

There has to be interaction with the students in the class.
Encouragement
Guidance to the students

164 Provide proper number of prescribed books 
165 1. Teach calmly 2. Follow the students 3. Encourage them in all the fields like study as well as sports 
166 Please support sports.. 
167 Good

168

Some professor need to have good communication skill 
Not to completely relay on technology 
There should be training for moot court

169 College has keep friendly situation in college campus for growth of college and education system
170 No idia , but motivat for Kannada medium students and teach them in kannda if they did not understand that's it. 
171 .

172

Suggestions regarding the participation in moot court competition - 
a Well trained and qualified independent moot court faculty be appointed for overall development and 
encouragement to confidentiality participate in the various national level moot court competitions. 
Proper criterion should be followed in the selection of participants for moot court competition and should not be discriminated on one or the other reason.

173 Please support us in sports activities
174 Learning experience is very good...
175 Make practically ready for future practice 

176

1.To have experienced teachers
2. To give proper training to the fresher teachers so that they come to know how to approach and teach the students
3. To have some legal based functions in which students are taught about the basics of law assist from regular classes so that it's useful for the students 
who don't attend the classes regularly for genuine reasons
4. To have more interactive classes and to implement the programmes which are been suggested by students

177
Try to solve our problems not confuse us with your knowledge 
And dnt harrass the students and mislead them 

178

1. Evaluate answersheets of final exams properly as after writing the answers thoroughly also we get only 40 marks.. 
2. In first valuation as above said we get only 40 marks and when we go for revaluation they don't even increase single mark.. 
3. Some lecturers teaching is worst, we don't even understand what they teach, so kindly appoint good staff

179
To encourage the students often and motivate them to overcome their difficulties in respect of their vocabulary, studies, language etc. 
To make more efforts to make them stronger to face the future and the courage to stand on the dias.

180 Little bit Difficult for Kannada medium students to understand the lectures teaching .Kannada medium books are not available sufficiently 

181

Teaching is bad
Cooperation is very bad for teachers
Only College is good
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182
Try to solve our problems not confuse us with your knowledge 
And dnt harrass the students and mislead them 

183

To provide more books in library
Have to provide notes 
Have to give practical knowledge of syllabus
Have to treat each student fairly

184 Littel bit Difficult for Kannada medium students to understand the lectures teaching.kannada medium books are not available sufficiently in  our library.
185 Little bit difficult for Kannada medium students  to understand the lecturers teaching. 2 kannada medium books are not available in library...

186

Provide notes 
Have to provide practical examples
Treat equally and justifiable

187 Teaching is already excellent 
188 Good
189 Good

190

1.There should be more practical oriented classes
2.The teachers should be well equipped with what one needs to approach court and not just theory
3.Career related add-on courses should be conducted

191 Little bit use Kannada or hindi language in teaching

192
Make appointment experience teacher in hard subject.  
Present 2 or 3 subject having experienced teacher.  It is difficult to improve the knowledge of the student. Please  improve this one. 

193 We want more founds for Particpate  

194

1. Make teaching easy and simple
2. Focus on each and every student while teaching
3. Should not be partial in any matter

195

1. The syllabus pattern by the university is not fruitfull.So the education we are getting in college is not useful and practical for our career.
2.Some professors don't teach nicely..
3.Discrimination For some opportunities are there.

196
1.Try to recognize the weaknesses of individual students.                        2.Help the students to over come from their obstacles.                           
3.Try to take individual personal meetings with the students.To discuss their personal problems regarding studies.

197

1.Help the students in their skills for becoming a good lawyer. 
2.Awareness for internships and help students in getting into a company for their internship.
3.
Teachers should have a better communication even without the projectors.

198

1.Lot of changes are needed.
2.practical approach towards teaching is lacking
3. Soft skills and development programmes are lacking etc etc

199

1.)Support for sports
2.) more clearity in teaching 
3.)to avoid restrictions

200

1They should encourage the students to take part in extracurricular activities.
2 the subjects which are tuff should be thought by experienced teachers.
3help the student from overcome from studies difficulty.

201 Better example and proper/simple explanation,Some professors are  updated with teachings,No proper action for complaint.

202

UGC BOOKS SHOULD PROVIED TO THE EVERY STUDENT 
LACK OF AVILABILITY OF LIBRARY BOOKS  
We didn't get the library books of some subjects 
we need comfortable benches to sit thease benches are trouble to sit 

203 1. There should be practical knowledge be expanded in respect of learning 
204 Improving the studend
205 We need practical approach then sitting and reading textbooks in classes atleast for final year students who want to practice in law and when we need more assistance from the professors when we participate in mock trails and we should be allowed to participate in each and every mock trail competition wherever in india because we get to hear that we don't have sufficient funds for travelling and allowance......these are the only suggestion and hope i would see them implementing these suggestions and not just to keep it in suggestion Box 
206 Don't make bias ... And also organise moot court trials and give some training ...
207 Encourage the students for their independent performance in all activities. 

208

There must be a practical  work on moot court Weekley 
There must be good and friendly  relationship  between  teachers  with students 
Soft skills  development  relating to law profession

209
Internal exam marks is partiality 

210

To have good teaching staff 
Avoid more restriction 
Proper valuation of exam papers

211 Any

212
1. head of institution should be impartial towards 5 years students.  2. Some of teachers are not competent to teach.
3. more qualifies mentoring required

213 Encourage to Kannada  medium students and please provide Kannada notes or sufficient books
214 Internal marks (written) must be shown to students
215 Encourage and support students in all fields whether it may be academic or extra curricular
216 Each and every subject has to give case laws and illustrations as an example so that we can understand easily. 
217 1) Improvement in infrastructure etc
218 In IPC Subject needs to explain with case laws
219 Let both be equal to Kannada medium or English medium.
220 While teaching the examples should been given 
221 No

222

One of the senior most lecturer shouts persistently at the students during class, for example: if that students gives a wrong answer he insults the 
students in a very bad manner, because of this reason of over strictness and anger students hesitate to sit for the class. This is the major problem of our college. 
So please the institution should take an action to change his behaviour. 

223 Don't make partiality between 5
224 Dont partiality 
225 Improvement of infrastructure
226 One to one performance analysis should be done after internal assessments.
227 Pronunciation , 
228 Good
229 Nothing
230 Yes
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231 Classes are not interactive 
232 Attendance shouldn’t be compulsory 
233 NA
234 Alwyz respect us
235 Gud
236 Nothing much
237 All is good

238

Make 45 minute periods 
Expand  break time  
Too strict now a days

239 Understand the capability of students of explaining with examples ,Thank you 
240 The teachers should focus on the teaching methods more skills should be involved in teaching
241 Yes
242 Good
243 Good

244

*giving proper notes 
* Knowing the syllabus and only sticking to it 
*Economics should improve 

245
To concentrate more on practicle knowledge 

246 Teachers should interact with students in their convince language to make them understand the topics
247 Proper notes they should give
248 Availability of proper reference books and notes 

249
Despite of focusing on more theory knowledge , practical knowledge should be highlighted. 
Availablity of proper notes should be there.

250 Proper notes 

251
Batch should not be compulsory

252

More engaging..... use of LCD by more teachers... 
To make classes intresting through interesting facts.
To go beyond the books and few teachers need to improve their teaching skills (because some teachers come and read the notes and less explanation...

253 None
254 Encourage students to participate in extracurricular activities 
255 Teachers have improve  their behaviors with students
256 Change English Mam 

257

For English subject we need some more explanation.
Need some entertainment program related to study.
Stress on attendance

258

Competition opportunities are rare leaving moot courts, they are rarely given importantance & partially distributed
Economics sir's teaching is bit complicated
More facilities & opportunities should be given to students

259

1. The teachers should be well prepared for their respective class.
2. They should apply more of ICT in daily classes.
3. They should provide notes/material of the the unit being taught as most of the material is not available in the library. 

260
*Delivery of lecture must be more effective and clear .
* using both kannada and English language during teaching. 

261 Na 
262 Any

263

☆.Notes must be provided by the lectures.
☆.Improvment in teaching.
☆.using both kannada and English language during teaching. 

264 firstly institution should maintain the proper hygine in mens washroom, washrooms stinks
265 Good
266 All is ok
267 Good
268 CHANGE OUR SOCIOLOGY TEACHER OF BA.LL.B 1ST SEM PLEASE IT'S OUR KIND REQUEST WE DON'T FOLLOW ANYTHING . 
269 Use Kannada language while teaching and other learning experience in this college is over all good 
270 Nothing 
271 LCD's can be used more often 

272

Providing the inforinformation how to write in examinations 
Providing proper notes 

273
Avoid partiality
Try to come up with extra curricular programmes

274 Very nice 

275

More effective teaching should be there
Practical knowledge should be given
More information should be given to the student about scholarships

276

1.Practical application of knowlege
2.Improvement in teaching techniques
3.Relevant information with the help of current examples and notes should be provided

277

College timing is very particular,could be better if add another recess break. it'll work even if the break is off 15 minutes. 
For 1st class the teacher should allow for 15 min of entrance and the principal should support for all the inter college fest and give 
funds for cultural events and the students should be allowed to park the bike inside the college and the language faculty are bit partial.

278 Notes must provided by lecturers 
279 Teachers should mingle with the students and must ask the doubts and clarify it  exam paper correction should be impartial and give proper justice to proper answers 
280 Satisfied

281
Should treat all students equally
Should say the things teacher say in kanada to English

282 Notes provided by lectures ,n teach in both kannada n English 
283 Notes should be discussed.
284 Notes must provided by lecturer, teaching English and Kannada both languages,  
285 Good
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286 Teaching is very good in my institution. I don't think that any improvement should be done. The institution already improved and promote good education facilities 

287

Notes to provide
Syllabus should be completed
Students should be allowed to express thair views including debated

288

We need greenary campus.
Stress on attendance.

289 Notes must provided by lecturer, teaching English and Kannada both languages,  
290 Peas cheange the time of opening to 9. AM

291

Change english Maam
Baches shouldn’t b compulsory 
Add fun to the class

292 add funds to improve class

293

All teachers should dictate slowely and properly 
Give the proper reading materials to all subject for read 

Jai hind jia karnatak 

294

Language facality is partial. parking facilities is not good. legal method sir teachs good and our new principal is not that good and he 
doesn’t allow funds for the inter college  fest and the girls are truly worse and and if the college had funds 
they should give it to the students coz we pay fees so they get the funds and the 
PARLIAMENT should not be decide according to marks they should give it according to the performance and appearance and actually the 
topper are not that capable of handling the duties 

295 Plz treat all student equally 

296

Teachers should dictate properly and slowly 
Give the proper material to all subjects for read 

297
All the subject teachings are excellent except English  coz mam don't street on chapter s which we don't understand.
Scholarship should be notified to the students in the class .. 

298 Good

299

1.Water problem 
2.not there sufficient books
3.change class timing 

300 Kuch nahi bus yuhi

301

Practical application of knowlege
Notes 
Debates

302
Problem with notes so prepare note
Notes problem

303 Providing Proper & clear notes 
304 I suggest that the teachers should provide the questions for related topic 

305

1) Thoroughly notes of every subject should be given to the students.
2) Concepts should be thoroughly explained with some practical examples.
3) Whenever there is continue lecture of a subject for 2 hours break should be given to students so that they feel refreshed.

306

1.Thorough notes of every subject should be given to students.
2.concepts should be thoroughly explained with some practical examples.
3.whenever there is continuing lecture of subject for 2 hours break should be given to students so that they feel refreshed.

307 LCD can used more

308

Extra classes should be avoided for the purpose of self study.
Internal assessment marks should be informed to students.
Extra curricular activities for students should be conducted.

309
Take more interest in students life, promote more extracurricular activities

310

The teaching is very good
The faculty is experienced 
Infrastructure is good
Parking facility must be improved 
Washrooms should be maintained 

311 Some teachers explain in kannada and the medium of language is english so students from other states gets problem while learning
312 The teaching is very good .... washroom shd  be clean 
313 Improvement should be done for encouraging students
314 No clean washroom 
315  No Clean washroom 

316
Broad kind idea teachers with good English communication skills are expressly necessary. Sports and other extra curricular activities 
are passively discourages by not providing funding and attendance. 

317 Less preference is given to the students who really want to participate in extra curricular activities n learning..
318 there are some teachers in BA /BBA LLB who always acts weird and do partiality for females and males ! It feels like primary school 
319 1. There should be more practical approach. 
320 1.There should be more practical approach for management subjects. 
321 For weak students the teachers should help at least in passing subject 
322 Should be encouragement in motivation students 
323 There no use of telling in Kannada but to they will say in Kannada. Nd waste time of all ....then over all is very good thr is ntg to tell about teacher's

324
1.There must be two way communication. 2.Teacher should communicate with students and encourage them for other curricular activities 
3.Equal importance should be given to all the students not only the rankers but the other students should also be considered 

325 Improve English 
326 Thy are not encouraging  students
327 Teacher are good
328 There should be encouragement by the teachers to all the poor  students and try to improve them.

329

1.First preference should be given to those who interested to learn or participate 
2.All students should be treated equally 
3.Notes has to be provided properly (quality notes) 

330

Maintain proper timing
Fair knowledge about topic 
Encourage students
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331

1.First preference should be given those who are actually interested to participate and who are capable. 
2.All students should be treated equally.
3.Notes has to be provided for students properly. Same support should be given to all the students not only for the rankers. 

332

There is more pressure of attendance its not mch important students can gain knowledge by reading themself also not only by sitting class so 
requesting u to please dont be too strict about attendance 
This is not only my problem its whole college problem and thankyou for giving chance to speak atleast

333
1)Management should provide all the facilities to the students who go for out side events
2)We want some workshops relating to law once in a sem.... 

334

All the staff members should be kind to the students .
Teachers should be little free with the students as it helps the students to ask the quire's or any problems to them .
Overall the institution should improve as it has its name outside  and automatically the  students will improve 

335

All the staff members should be kind to the students .
Teachers should be little free with the students as it helps the students to ask the quire's or any problems to them .
Overall the institution should improve as it has its name outside  and automatically the  students will improve 

336 Improving our skills
337 Improving our skills

338

Proper notes should be provided for students 
All teachers should be impartial 
Module application should be start and all the teachers should be update 

339 Firstly,Remove partiality 
340 Firstly,Remove partiality 
341 Improving our skill
342 Improving your skill
343 Excellent
344 Nothing

345
Should treat all students equally
Should say the things teacher say in kanada to English

346

Firstly change college timing, because it is too early, however localities can come but how the 
students can come from far places.In my point of view start it at 10:00am.
And in that drainage system of college is worst, In tiolets there is no water and cleaniness at all cheee!
There is reading room, but students don't take proper use of that, in reverse they disturb those students also who come their for
 reading and studying.Those naughty students do such things play music, discussing loudly,talking and laughing loudly and 
using mobiles etc, these all things should be entertained by college please take neccessary action.
As i said above students come from far places or from belgavi, i think 65% of total strength of students in college bring tiffins but there is no 
proper place to sit and have food, they can use the space of old computer room which is located at top floor.
THANK YOU.

347

1 more practical teaching 
2 consider the student opinions about teacher's 
3 equal opportunity to other students

348 there are some teachers in BA /BBA LLB who always acts weird and do partiality for females and males ! It feels like primary school 
349 5yr B.A,LL.B 5th sem  They are good at teaching no remarks 
350 The examples should be related to the topic otherwise rest all good. 


